
Non-acceptance of IENG Sary Defence filing exposes the OCIJ’s worrying 
attitude to transparency and of bias: 
 
 
Background: 
 
On 16 August 2010, the Office of the Co-Prosecutors (“OCP”) filed a 931-page Final 
Submission to the OCIJ.  On 17 August 2010, the Defence for Mr. IENG Sary – filed 
a Request for an extension of time and page limit to file our Response and 
Supplementary Observations (“Response”).  Our Request was made, not only in 
keeping with our due diligence obligations, but also because we could not 
meaningfully respond to this 931-page Final Submission in 15 pages, and hence there 
were exceptional circumstances to permit our Request for an extension of time and 
page limit.  We also noted that it is impossible to read this 931-page Final 
Submission, analyze it, draft a well-reasoned Response, and translate our Response 
within 15 days from the date we were notified of the OCP filing.   
 
On 19 August 2010, the OCIJ rejected our Request for an extension to time and page 
limit to file our Response on the grounds that “nothing in the Internal Rules provides 
for a Response the Co-Prosecutors’ Final Submission.”  The OCIJ further added, 
“[s]hould the case be sent for trial, it is before the Trial Chamber that the adversarial 
debate characteristic of a fair trial will be possible, in light of the Closing Order…”   
 
Despite the challenges involved in meaningfully responding to the 931-page Final 
Submission in both English and Khmer within the 15-day deadline, we filed our 
Response to the OCIJ on 1 September 2010.  However, due to several points of law 
raised by the OCP in the Final Submission requiring clarification, it was impossible 
and impractical to respond within the 15-page limit.  In our Response, we explained 
that we were unable to file a Response within the 15-page limit, and requested the 
OCIJ to accept our Response in the interest of equality of arms.  We further explained 
that the principle of equality of arms not only justifies, but actually requires a longer 
Response in this situation.  Equality of arms in this context meant: a. equality for the 
OCIJ to benefit from legal submissions from both the OCP and the Defence; and b. 
equality for Mr. IENG Sary with respect to Mr. KAING Guek Eav, who was 
permitted to respond to the OCP Final Submission in Case 001. 
 
On 2 September 2010, the OCIJ refused to accept our Response claiming that it was a 
“Deficient Filing” because a. the document is “four times longer than the imposed 
page length as set out in Article 5.1 of the Practice Direction on filing Documents 
before the ECCC,” which was respected by the Mr. KAING Guek Eav (“Duch”) 
Defence; and b. our request for an extension of time and pages did not “refer to any 
exceptional circumstances, simply advocating the introduction of an adversarial 
procedure that …  is not provided for at this stage of the proceedings before the 
ECCC.”   
 
Effect of the OCIJ Action on the Defence: 
 
Effectively the Defence has been prohibited from substantively responding to the 
OCP’s Final Submission despite the fact that our Response addresses a host of issues 
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which are fundamental to the future course of the proceedings.  This is a violation of 
the right to equality of arms.   
 
The OCIJ erred in finding that, “[t]he request does not refer to any exceptional 
circumstances.”  The Defence made a clear showing of exceptional circumstances by 
explaining that a. we would not be acting with due diligence in our representation of 
Mr. IENG Sary if we filed a Response within the 15-page limit, since such a 
Response could not meaningfully address the complicated legal issues raised in this 
931-page Final Submission; and b. it is impossible to read this 931-page Final 
Submission, analyze it, draft a well-reasoned Response, and translate our Response 
within 15 days from the date we were notified of the OCP filing.  Consequently, the 
justification given by the OCIJ for not accepting the filing of the Response is without 
merit.   
 
The OCIJ erred in finding that, “[s]hould the case be sent for trial, it is before the 
Trial Chamber that the adversarial debate characteristic of a fair trial will be possible, 
in light of the Closing Order…”  Rule 21(1)(a) states, “ECCC proceedings shall be 
fair and adversarial and preserve a balance between the rights of the parties.”  Rule 21 
does not limit the fair and adversarial debate solely to the Trial Chamber.  Therefore, 
the principle and application of equality of arms is fundamental at all stages of legal 
proceedings, not just before the Trial Chamber.  Having only the OCP’s Final 
Submission, and refusing to accept the filing of the Response from the Defence prior 
to issuing its Final Submission, does not demonstrate equality of arms; it 
demonstrates bias against the Defence.  More fundamentally, if the OCIJ relies on the 
OCP’s Final Submission, without relying on any balancing Response from the 
Defence, this may profoundly affect the Closing Order.  It could even affect whether 
Mr. IENG Sary is sent to trial.  This will undoubtedly violate Mr. IENG Sary’s fair 
trial rights and is further evidence that the right to fair and adversarial proceedings are 
important throughout the proceedings and not just at trial stage. 
 
The OCIJ also erred in finding that, “nothing in the Internal Rules provides for a 
Response the Co-Prosecutors’ Final Submission.”  Just because it is not written in the 
Rules that a filing can be accepted does not mean it cannot be accepted.  The OCIJ 
demonstrates an arbitrary use of this finding.  For example, when the Defence 
intervened regarding the use of the form of liability known as Joint Criminal 
Enterprise (“JCE”), the OCIJ requested views of all the Defence teams, the Civil 
Parties, the OCP and amicus curiae, even though this was not expressly stated in the 
Rules.  The arbitrary nature of the OCIJ accepting or refusing to accept filings which 
are very similar in nature demonstrates improper use of the OCIJ Greffier. 
 
The OCIJ has also worryingly tried to control the actions of the Defence.  The OCIJ 
has not only refused to accept the Defence’s filing of the Response, but has returned it 
marked confidential.  Notwithstanding that the confidentiality of the investigation is 
no longer an issue due to a completed investigation and the Response solely deals 
with legal issues and therefore has no confidential information contained in it, the 
OCIJ cannot have read the Response as it did not accept its filing.  As a result, it 
cannot classify the Response as it is unaware of its content.  The actions of the OCIJ 
have a chilling effect on the Defence.  
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Action being taken by the Defence: 
 
As a result of the OCIJ’s action, the Defence has taken the following steps: 
 

1) The refusal to accept the Response as a reasonable and necessary filing by the 
OCIJ will be appealed on the grounds that the refusal is unfair and irrational, 
and consequently impacts upon Mr. IENG Sary’s fundamental fair trial rights.  
The Defence further requested a Stay of proceedings pending the 
determination of the Appeal by the Pre-Trial Chamber. 

 
2) A letter, also posted on this website, has been written to the Acting Director of 

the Office of Administration and Chief of the Court Management Section 
(“CMS”), and the Deputy Director of the Office of Administration.  The CMS 
is an impartial organ of the ECCC.  The letter expresses extreme concern 
regarding the actions of the OCIJ in improperly interfering with the proper 
functions of the CMS.  The letter highlights that the Greffier of the OCIJ, 
straddling the divide between CMS and the OCIJ, is actually being improperly 
used by the OCIJ to reject filings simply because they may complicate the 
OCIJ’s decision making process. Such improper use of the Greffier violates 
not only Mr. IENG Sary’s rights, but also the rights of all persons charged 
before this court. Until the Director of Administration establishes a robust 
structure which protects the CMS from improper interference from the OCIJ, 
such violations will continually occur. 


